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ABSTRACT

This document sets out to describe the process of creating the artistic and 

technical endeavor that culminated in the lighting design for Temple University Theater's 

October 2015 production of Anything Goes. This is an in-depth reflection and analysis of 

the initial impressions, personal goals, script analysis, lighting concept, and execution 

that went into the creation of the design from first reading to realized design.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This document, which I hesitate to call a “paper” as it will likely never be paper, 

sets out to describe the process of creating the artistic and technical endeavors that 

culminated in the lighting design for Temple University Theater's October 2015 

production of Anything Goes. Following this introduction is an in-depth reflection and 

analysis of the initial impressions, personal goals, script analysis, lighting concept, and 

execution that went into the creation of the design.

The original version of Anything Goes is an American musical set in the 1930's for

a 1930's audience. The light, vapid musical was created by Cole Porter, Guy Bolton,   

P.G. Wodehouse, Howard Lindsay, and Russel Crouse as a moment of distraction for 

1930's theater audiences to escape from the dreary hardships of the day, namely The 

Great Depression. As Temple University Theater's Anything Goes director, Peter 

Reynolds explained in a meeting with the cast, because we the people of 2015 were in a 

recession, it was an especially meaningful play to put on for today's audience. 

Having never designed a large scale musical, my main goal was simply to design 

the musical well. Some sub-goals included: support the musical shifts in the songs, 

provide enough intensity to satisfy the aesthetic of the show, and place enough lighting 

instruments to allow for a useful amount of variety from scene to scene. 
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Initial Impressions

Without going too deeply into script analysis or the process of creating a 

conceptual style, I will recount my initial impressions of Anything Goes. The aspect that 

made the biggest impression upon first reading was scope. Even on paper the piece reads 

as larger-than-life. Despite the plot being so thin, the Anything Goes script is just over 

one-hundred pages, with eighteen musical numbers. That number does not include, the 

overture, the entr'acte, the wedding march, or the finale. I will be the first to admit that I 

am not experienced with musicals. Before Anything Goes I had never designed something

on the scale of this musical. In my life, I believe I have seen three musicals I was not 

personally involved in the production of. However, when I read the script and listened to 

the soundtrack, I was nearly overwhelmed with the number of songs. This musical is big.

Before the season even started, there was an event in the calendar that spelled 

trouble for my cuing time during tech. Pope Francis was scheduled to stop in 

Philadelphia on his world tour, and the city of Philadelphia was basically shutting down. 

The subways would stop running except for a few stops, there would be road blocks, and 

there would be tourists everywhere. This papal visit would impact tech in a number of 

ways that I will get into during the development chapter.

Personal Goals

As previously mentioned I am not really interested in musicals. When I 

considered my inexperience my number one concern was to get it right. The process 

required for lighting a musical appropriately does not come naturally to me nor easily fit 
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into my typical designs. I knew that Anything Goes needed a way to differentiate between

the musical numbers and the scenes between them. I knew that the show was utilizing a 

giant ensemble and would fill the stage. Lighting-wise, this required excellent coverage 

of lights across the stage. I also knew from working with the director, as the assistant 

lighting designer during Oklahoma my first year at Temple University, that he really 

required the stage to be bright. I needed not only coverage, but to make sure the 

candlepower of the coverage could provide enough punch to make everyone on stage 

bright. This also required the coverage to be from enough varied angles so that shadows 

cast from one light source were canceled out by the other sources. To summarize, my 

goals at the start of the process consisted of differentiating between musical numbers and 

spoken scenes, providing enough even coverage for the entire stage and ensemble, and 

providing enough brightness to satisfy the bright aesthetic of the director.
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CHAPTER 2

PRODUCTION CONCEPT

Overall Production Concept

Peter Reynolds, the director, explained on more than one occasion that his 

conceptual metaphor for the show was champagne. The qualities he wanted to imbue in 

the show that reminded him of champagne were: light, bubbly, and fun. He also 

explained that a driving force for him in Anything Goes was the escapism that motivated 

the show originally. The stock market crash of 1929 that led to The Great Depression and 

The Dust Bowl that consumed the great plains, he felt, were two events that spurred the 

upbeat, flashy, and unrealistic peppiness of pieces of this time. Peter Reynolds felt it was 

a great time to do Anything Goes, because it would provide our modern audience an 

escape from the contemporary recession, as it had provided the audience of 1934 an 

escape from having to think about the drudgery of the financial depression the United 

States was experiencing. For a time reference, Dorthea Lange's Migrant Mother photo, 

arguably the most recognizable image of The Great Depression and migrants from The 

Dust Bowl, was taken in 1936.

Some productions call for a story to be supported internally, moment-by-moment, 

with the lighting. Other productions are more successful when the story arc is punctuated 

with emotion supported luminously with corresponding intensity, direction, and/or color 

in lights. Anything Goes fits into neither of the aforementioned categories. A bubbly 

musical like Anything Goes is stuck in third gear when it comes to emotional variety. Just 
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as the costumes need to be consistently pretty and glamorous and the set needs to be 

consistently elegant, the lights need to be consistently bright. As far as the lighting design

is concerned, the requirements consisted of three main points: keep everything bright, 

establish time of day outside or establish internal locations on the boat, and provide large 

external shifts from spoken lines to musical songs along with internal shifts within the 

songs.

In analyzing the script and listening to the music, it became clear to me that 

establishing location would not be the only challenge for Anything Goes. The basic 

location of inside or outside the boat pales in comparison to the breadth of genres the 

musical numbers cover.

In the 1987 Broadway revival version, which was used as the textual and visual 

bases for this production, there are seventeen songs. Most of the musical numbers have 

their own musical style and reference a different specific, cultural pastiche. By today’s 

standards these appropriations could be considered offensive. “The Gypsy In Me,” for 

example, is the confession of a man whose great, great-grandmother who “stepped out 

with a gypsy” is the cause for the shameful strangeness he must constantly contain. 

Nevertheless, each unique homage needs to be supported with light.

In developing the concept for the lighting design, the main factor I knew was that 

the lighting had to feel glamorous. It could never be very dark on stage so there needed to

be a bright, dramatized solution for every scenario. The spoken lines were delivered 

either inside the ship or outside on the ship's deck. Inside the ship, time of day did not 

matter, but out on the deck of the ship, time of day should be apparent. There was early
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morning, mid-morning, middle of the day, early-evening, and late-evening. Each song 

breaks wildly from time of day and location to provide contrast as mentioned earlier.

My visual concept for Anything Goes was directly influenced by statements from 

the director about the escapism of the 1930's. This idea led me to use the golden age of 

1930's cinema as my visual concept. My research included both images of famous 

actresses of the times in black and white, and modern colorized versions of them.

Production Venue Challenges

For all productions, there are considerations to take into account, not only in terms

of the script and specific production, but also the venue. Tomlinson Theater is no 

exception to this rule. There are the front of house positions, the overstage positions, and 

the on deck positions. I will not be addressing the positions that did not provide 

challenges: the Design Room Pipe, the electrics, or the galleries.

The front of house positions, any positions downstage of the proscenium opening,

include: the four catwalks, the slots, and the side pipes or Awesome Pipes. The catwalks, 

which hang directly over the house seating area, would be more significant hanging 

positions if they were not overwhelmingly blocked by acoustic clouds hanging below 

them. These giant white panels are outdated, and from the struggles sound designers have

had in the space, largely ineffective. They are reflected in the official drafting for the 

space in number only, their positions are not accurate enough to hang lights based on 

scale measurement from the drafting. To use catwalk positions 2 through 4 the lights must

be hung in the gaps between clouds hanging right below the position and/or the clouds 
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hanging below the position upstage of it, depending on the focus point for the light. There

are also house lights hung in a majority of these gaps that had to be taken into account. 

This drastically reduced the usable space along the catwalks. Lights hung on Catwalk 1 

not only have to contend with the acoustic clouds, but also structural I-beams and L-

beams and the masking for said beams directly upstage of it. The only shot possible from 

Catwalk 1 was basically straight down onto the Pit or Apron area.

The positions I refer to as the House Right (HR) and House Left (HL) Slots are 

two openings in either wall of the house, making four positions total. I made what I felt 

was an ethical choice to refrain from using those positions. As a lighting designer who is 

also an electrician that has worked in Tomlinson Theater nine months out of the past three

years, I did not go into those positions because I deemed them to be unsafe in their 

current state. I decided that because I do not feel safe hanging lights in those positions 

myself, I could not reasonably ask someone else to go into those positions for my design.

The side pipes, or Awesome Pipes as they are drafted, sit against the wall on either

side of the proscenium. These positions provided some high side coverage for the Apron 

and some angled front light for the stage proper. Due to the arrangement and height of the

set, the Awesome Pipes were not very useful for even coverage across the set.

Moving to onstage positions, the booms for Anything Goes were very tricky to 

place. The set was far enough downstage that it forced N1, the entrance closest to the 

proscenium, to be very narrow. Such narrow entrances really complicate the placement of

sidelight. If the boom is placed far enough offstage to clear the entrance, then the sides of 

the entrances start to cut into the beam of the light. I chose to place the booms where it 
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was most effective for lighting in the downstage N1 entrance, which complicated some 

blocking during tech. The lesson I learned from that situation is that just because the 

boom is on the plot, does not mean the director or stage manager have given it a look. It 

is most appropriate to have a discussion with the director when deciding boom 

placement, so they can account for it in rehearsal.

The shape of the stage itself, albeit probably a pretty common one for most 

theaters, is another challenge of the space. The proscenium opening of Tomlinson Theater

is extremely large. This dimension forced my lighting design to consist of a lot of 

consideration for isolation to subtly draw attention from one area to another. If this 

shaping is not done, actors could get visually lost in the space and audiences could have a

hard time focusing their attention, or at least that is the idea. The blocking of the actors on

stage is not known during the drafting process or even necessarily during focus. To 

provide possible isolation in multiple systems for any area on the set requires an 

exorbitant number of lights.

Another unique limitation that was technically a venue constraint was the visit of 

Pope Francis to Philadelphia. Tech for Anything Goes took place from October 21 

through November 2. The Pope's visit caused the university to close in the middle of tech 

from October 25 through 27. I was able to come in two of the three days the university 

was closed. The day I did not come to the theater was due to the subway running on a 

limited service, making it nigh impossible to get to the theater from where I live. If I had 

not used those days to work on cuing the show I believe I would have had a hard time 

completing the design for the show.
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Despite the venue limitations, the Pope's visit, and challenges with the show's 

conceptual execution, the show did go on.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The development and execution of my design for Anything Goes was largely 

shadowed by my nervousness in the type and scale of the assignment. As I mentioned 

before, my instincts as an artist do not lend themselves to the needs of a classic musical 

like Anything Goes. Large musicals require an internal shaping of the space and 

abundance of instruments and luminescence. Classic musicals like this, which was 

conceptually pulled from a very typical revival, call for some very specific elements. The 

actors' bodies should be shaped with varying tints of bright light. There should be shifts 

internally with emotional shifts of the music. There should be internal shifts within 

scenes so audiences always know where to look. There is no way I could intuitively 

express, with lighting, every emotion I was able to extrapolate from the text and tone in 

the music. All of those given emotions must be passed through a lens of softness and 

emotional lightness. Even night time cannot be dark; it has to differentiate itself from the 

brightness of day, but still represent night time. My instincts for lighting design include 

shaping the contours of the body with a mixture of shadow and light. I tend to keep the 

stage dark unless motivated to expand the space drastically. I usually turn up the 

saturation in color before I increase luminescence. I consciously knew most of this going 

into the design and should have been able to counteract it. However, it led to some lack of

confidence and made me susceptible to drastic suggestions about my design process. I 

took some, arguably bad, advice and made too many changes to my own design process 
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when I needed stability and familiarity the most. My journey was riddled with issues 

from very early on in the process.

My process for any show, up until focus and tech, generally follows this formula: 

reading, analysis, research, re-analysis, lighting key, set stage areas, renderings, 

Vectorworks preliminary drafting, preliminary paperwork, Vectorworks final drafting, 

final paperwork, magic sheet. For Anything Goes my process followed these steps: 

reading, analysis, research, onion skin rough drafting, Vectorworks drafting, paperwork, 

magic sheet. Even before getting into what each step means, there is a discrepancy 

between the method I am familiar with, and the steps I took with Anything Goes. Most of 

these discrepancies can be traced back to advice I received from a guest instructor at the 

time. As I mentioned before, Anything Goes is the greatest undertaking of any show I 

have designed before or since. My awareness of this fact allowed me to become very self-

conscious about my experience level with shows of this type, which was basically non-

existent. It is hard to explain the circumstances that led to my flexibility in process, and 

my worry about inexperience, without briefly touching on the status of the lighting 

department at Temple University during my three years.

Lighting Department Changes

Toward the end of the Fall semester of 2014, my second year at Temple 

University, it was unceremoniously revealed to me that the head of the lighting 

department was not returning for the Spring semester. The head of the Lighting 

Department had, for many years, served as a mentor to the lighting graduate students; just
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as the head of costume design and head of scenic design serve as mentors to their 

respective graduate students. Without saying anything unnecessarily negative about 

anyone involved, I did feel unsupported by my mentor, both academically and 

professionally. To fill the position of mentor and instructor, a lighting design professional 

was brought in for the Spring semester of 2015. Unfortunately, I was confronted with 

uncompromising methods on how to plan and execute designs that conflicted with my 

previous 5 years of design experience and instruction. I was presented with the option of 

working on the show as a class assignment. Anything Goes, the class assignment, took 

place roughly from March 9 to the due date of April 27, 2015. My final plot for Anything 

Goes was not due until August 17. The final scenic designs for Anything Goes were not 

due from the scenic designer until July 6. Although that seems like a lot of time to revise 

my design I knew that my summer freelance work load would not allow me the time to 

completely re-do large parts of my process. I wanted the opportunity to receive good 

advice for designing this intimidating show from a seasoned professional. My worry was 

that I would have to rush to complete steps in the design process for the sake of the class 

assignment. This would come at the detriment of completing the design to the best of my 

ability, especially for an unfamiliar style of show. I took the offer of using Anything Goes 

as a class assignment with the understanding between the instructor and me, that I would 

not have to rush the process for the sake of the class. In the end, this was not the case. 

The demands placed on me to turn in the design for Anything Goes in a completed state, 

when I was not ready to make those decisions, and the set was not even finalized, turned 

out to be a large hurdle in my process I feel I never really recovered from. I would like to 
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be clear; I do not hold anyone else accountable for my choices during the design for 

Anything Goes. My reason for mentioning these circumstances is only to better illustrate 

my reasoning and motivations for making the choices I did along the way.

Script Analysis

Previous to reading the script for Anything Goes, I had never seen the show. When

listening to the soundtrack, it was clear from the number of songs I recognized, the 

cultural impact that Cole Porter's music has exhibited throughout the years. That being 

said, I think Anything Goes, pretty obviously has a thin plot. There are a lot of scenes, but

they are mostly interludes to transition between the spectacular musical moments. The 

lack of substantive plot makes the emphasis on technical and visual spectacle even more 

important. Audiences do not go to see a show like Anything Goes to see what happens 

next, they go to be taken on a very narratively mild ride. All of the emotional impact 

stems from the spectacle of scale and shifts in visual elements. Although the design of 

costumer, Jeff Sturdivant, had the main characters changing almost every scene, with a 

huge set that does not change very much, the widespread change required moment-to-

moment had to come from the lighting.

For every script analysis, I start by going scene by scene through the script and 

note the necessary information. For Anything Goes, as I went through the scenes, I played

the music that occurs in that scene on a loop until I was done with that scene. Line by 

line, I searched for language that conveyed a feeling or specific reference to lighting. If a 

character refers to how a place looks or feels, I note it in my analysis for the scene. I 
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place so much emphasis on the feeling of a scene because lighting informs feeling more 

than any other information. Just as you can tell what kind of personality a character has 

and their relationship to other characters on stage from their costume, lighting 

immediately informs the relationship of the audience to the scene, and the character to the

stage. The other crucial information is who is on stage, their possible blocking, the song 

played in the scene, location, and page number. Secondarily, I note information given in 

the stage directions that pertains to location and time of day. After noting that 

information, I fill in implied circumstance and things I pictured that may not necessarily 

be primarily motivated by lines in the script. With all this information I have a mental 

picture of what each scene needs to look like. This mental picture informs the “Shopping 

List” column in my analysis. The shopping list is the directionality, color, and sometimes 

the instrument type needed to achieve the look I am imagining.

With the major columns filled in on my analysis, I then turned it into a Cue 

Master. I subdivided each scene further by action or lines that motivate a cue change. 

This was anything from a character's entrance or scene change to a shift in feeling. I 

noted where I guessed this cue would need to be called, with either a given action in the 

script or an actual line. I like to add this information early on so that I do not forget and 

also so that it is out of the way. Once I have moved past script analysis, I do not have to 

rush through my cue master and the script, in order to give the stage manager rough cues 

before tech week. For Anything Goes, after the scenes had all been subdivided into 

potential cues, I added the “Cue” column. Originally I filled in this column by fives. I left

a lot of room for added cues because I knew I could not anticipate everything. While I 
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could potentially add at least a hundred .01 cues into the board, that is very inconsiderate 

to the stage manager, and also makes lighting cues more prone to accidents and misfires 

due to human error. The Cue Master, which can be seen in Appendix A, is not neatly 

divided up by fives because it is the final cue list of the show. There are entries, 

especially during musical numbers where I had to break my cues into point cues, and also

places where I wrote cues that ended up replacing a cue divisible by 5. For example, there

is a cue 56 and not a cue 55. When my script analysis was completed I was able to see 

what the show looked like as a spreadsheet.

Once I am finished with my Cue Master document, I rarely refer directly back to 

the script. I try to make my analysis so thorough that I do not need to comb through the 

script to find information. If I do, quoted lines and page numbers are readily available to 

help me find that information quickly. My impressions of my Anything Goes spreadsheet 

script were slightly surprising to me. There were fewer locations than I anticipated. As I 

had noticed during my initial reading, the scenes are pretty light, action-wise. Another big

revelation after listening to all the songs numerous times, was how different they were 

from each other. I also was able to analyze what each scene looked like versus what each 

song looked like. Each scene seemed to be very mundane and bright, while each song 

called for a different saturate flavor. These differences ran the gambit between the 

Spanish influenced tango riffs in “The Gypsy in Me,” to the classic jazz-tap sound of 

“Anything Goes.” The differentiation between the scene and the songs really needed to 

be supported with light.
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Design Meetings and Collaboration

The exchange of information between myself, the other designers, and the director

was more isolated than I have experienced in other shows. Design meetings started 

happening very early in the process. The first official meeting took place on March 14. I 

cannot speak for the other designers, but in my experience with the show, I was so 

worried about getting my individual process right that I did not insist on the 

implementation of collaboration in my design. With costumes, this provided a lot of 

happy accidents between lighting color choices and costume color choices. For scenic, it 

resulted in a lot of problems for me to solve as a lighting designer. If I had been in closer 

contact with the scenic designer, these mistakes could have been avoided. My 

collaboration with the director also felt fairly disjointed. This resulted in a lot of missed 

opportunities for lighting to work in harmony with blocking and choreography. This 

situation was most certainly not helped by the fact that I was so removed from my active 

design process by the time the first rehearsal rolled around on August 24.

I knew the director's concept from early meetings with the design team. That 

definitely informed my research and ultimately my plot, but there were not continuing 

discussions about lighting. There could have been a gap between the director's 

expectation of what lighting would provide, and what I was attempting to provide. 

Fortunately that did not happen. I felt that the actual chasm was between what I was able 

to provide and what we were both expecting the show to look like.

On the first day of rehearsal, I provided a couple pages of renderings, seen in 

Appendix B, to the director. He did not seem to respond to them at all. I understand why, 
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but I am also glad I did not do more. The method I used to create those renderings was 

colored pencil on black paper. If I could go back, I may have tried a different style of 

renderings. It is impossible to take a black piece of paper and use colored pencils to 

reflect the luminescence that should appear on the stage. The renderings I provided were 

largely ineffective. There are other styles of renderings, in hindsight, I feel would have 

represented the lighting that I wanted to create onstage better. However, I am not sure that

those renderings would have effectively communicated to the director the subtleties that I

would use in my design. This is not a slight to the director. Short of using technical terms 

with other lighting designers, there are few people that are receptive to any type of pre-

visualization when it come to lighting designs. Most professional designers I have 

worked with, and been mentored by, advise against using renderings. The overwhelming 

reason I have heard is that the likelihood of miscommunication is too high. Showing a 

photograph is misleading because there is little chance of recreating the lighting from the 

photo on the stage exactly. There is also the danger of the director responding to the 

actual color of the object being lit in the picture, as opposed to the color of the light. 

Showing an unrealistic image also has pitfalls. There is absolutely no way to recreate 

lighting that breaks the laws of physics. My preferred attempt to communicate visually is 

with renderings. As technology progresses it becomes more and more possible to recreate

lifelike lighting with computers. It is impossible to create lifelike images that simulate 

physics-based lighting in the time given for the conception of a lighting design. In my 

experience, most lighting designers simply explain their approach to the show, so there is 

no chance of miscommunication in visual images. For directors with more technical 
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experience with lighting, the gap between visual communication and actual product on 

the stage shrinks. I do not believe that would have been the case with Anything Goes. I do

not consider my approach to renderings a failure due to these circumstances.

The style of lighting that is used for classic musicals, like Anything Goes, I have 

outlined in previous pages. I understood what the requirements of this show meant for my

plot about as well as I could without going through this design process. In my 

unfamiliarity with these circumstances, only actually making a plot and trying to use it to 

create the look desired on the stage could have prepared me for what was required. The 

style that the director wanted was well-understood and apparent from working with him 

as an assistant lighting designer on Oklahoma two years previous. This is another reason 

why I believe it was actually appropriate that I did not create more renderings.

I previously explained the director's conceptual metaphor of champagne. Another 

visual reference mentioned often in the early meetings was the Broadway revival we 

were basing this production off of. From day one director Peter Reynolds kept bringing 

up the 1987 Broadway revival starring Patti LuPone as Reno Sweeny. With the 

information from the early design meetings, I was able to start my visual research.

Research

In my process, I generally try to limit my exposure to other productions of the 

show until I am done with my design. Just because a production started with the same 

script, that does not mean that the design teams are necessarily trying to solve the same 

problems. Audiences, actors, and venues, to name a few variables, are different for every 
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production. I like to make sure that the solutions I come up with for design problems are 

the best I can offer my production. I do not want the way another production looked to 

cloud my judgment of the best solution because it looked “cool.” However, a major 

influence on this production was the 1987 Broadway revival of Anything Goes.  

Unfortunately, the only song I could find video of was the performance of the titular 

number “Anything Goes” at the 1988 Tony Awards. In that performance, except for a few

spotlight cues, there were no changes of the cool wash on the stage for the number. There 

are few pictures, and no videos that I could find of that Broadway run, for publicity or 

otherwise. This made it very hard to understand if there were any lighting elements that I 

should be trying to recreate for the production.

Exhausting my avenues of research of the revival, I fell back to my normal 

method of conceptual and visual research. My favorite way to do visual research is by 

doing free word association with Google Image Search. The director put a big emphasis 

on using this play as escapism. When I typed in “1930's” into the search engine, I 

immediately started to see these smoky, glamor shots of slinky actresses. These black and

white photos can be found in Appendix C. I immediately found my way into the visual 

concept of the show. Some further research confirmed what I thought I knew about 

1930's American cinema. Richard Jewell, author of The Golden Age of Cinema, cites the 

golden age of Hollywood from 1929 to 1945. (Jewell 23) When Anything Goes was first 

produced, the golden age was in full swing. What is more glamorous than the stars of the 

golden age of Hollywood? Soon after this cursory research, I found some colored 

photographs of the same slinky starlets. These photographs were of course, not taken in 
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color. There are scores of people on the internet that colorize old photos. The colorized 

photos, seen in Appendix C, have a unique quality of color. The transparent coloring over

the graininess of the original photo produces a unique pastel that I was really drawn to. 

That quality has a truth to it through the lens of contemporary observation. Any original 

garments of the time will be slightly faded and worn, even if kept in good care. These 

colorized photos must also be in contrast to how the makeup and clothing of the time 

actually looked. The act of only being able to see these artifacts in this false way, paints 

the 1930's in a stylized truth. As a lighting designer though, to create a moving image on 

the stage reminiscent of this falsely attributed softness should produce the feeling of the 

time.

One last avenue of visual research that I pursued was the imaging for the leisure 

cruise advertising. I was curious how one of these trips was marketed. The images I 

found can also be found in Appendix C. Excluding the photographs I found that were 

sometimes from the level of the deck, all the images are from below. This perspective 

gives the boat this towering, grand feeling. Everything on the boat is drawn in pristine 

condition. There are images of friends on shore waving good bye. The skies are always 

sunny, and the ocean is crystal clear. The boats are often sailing past picturesque 

landscapes. Even these boats look glamorous. These pictures also informed the feeling I 

was trying to recreate for the boat environment. In the show, the status of the boat 

amenities are never in questions, except for a joke. All the mild trouble stems from the 

people on the ship, not the ship itself. The ship should seem like a swell place to be. With 

this research in mind I was able to move forward into my design phase.
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Design

At every point in my design process so far, I had been working on Anything Goes 

in class under the guidance of the guest instructor for Spring 2015. The next step in my 

usual process is to create a lighting key that includes all the angles of light I need, to 

cover the entries from the “shopping list” column of my Cue Master. Under the direction 

of the guest instructor, I used a method called “Onion Skins.” With this method, I took a 

simplified line drawing of the set and placed a cheap piece of tracing paper, or onion 

skin, over it. I then proceeded to mark out areas, directionality, and channel numbers for 

every system of light needed scene-by-scene. In the end I had a channel list, and the 

rough lighting ideas for every scene of the show. At the time, it felt like a thorough way 

to ensure that I would have everything I needed for my plot.

This was extremely time consuming. Having the channel list felt like it would 

save me time later on. This turned out not to be the case. Between my usual lighting keys 

and shopping list, I already would have had an idea of where all the lights need to go. I 

also tend to do my lighting keys digitally, so it is easier to then take that information into 

my computer drafting. I could not easily transfer these onion skins into my computer 

drafting. For the entire show, I have every system of light hand sketched in top and front 

or side elevation. These systems span eighteen onion skins. A sample of the onion skins 

can be seen in Appendix D.  Deciding what I needed for each scene really came down to 

a lot of guessing where characters would be from scene to scene. I used my Cue Master 

analysis to think about the feeling of each scene, and what direction of light best helps me
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achieve that feeling. In the spreadsheet, I would also note either colors, gel numbers, or 

the feelings the colors should give, for example, “dreamy.”

With the onion skins completed, I proceeded to start my drafting in Vectorworks. I

did my best to transfer the implied direction and coverage for each system written on the 

onion skins. This was all the geometry and plotting that the onion skin could not cover. 

These small drafting sketches do not help me figure out what hanging position to put the 

light on, or how many lights I need to adequately cover the area. So that is what I did 

with the help of the on board instrument photometrics of Vectorworks. For each system, I

used my expertise and preference to choose the type of instrument I felt was best suited 

for the job. I could then set a focus point for the light, and see where the light would hit 

the acting area at the height of an actor in 3d space. Each light, as it was drafted was 

labeled with its purpose, channel, and color so that the rest of the needed information 

could be attached to the instrument in the paperwork later in the process.

In seeing the set design rendered in three-dimensional space in relation to the 

theater architecture, I ended up changing a lot of the directionality ideas I put on the 

onion skins. The height, overhanging platform, and movable staircase of the set did not 

lend itself to the front lighting positions that I would generally fall back on. To 

compensate for this I tried to put a lot of high sidelight into the show. The sidelight 

seemed like it would be a good way to light faces and bodies from both sides 

simultaneously when the front light could not reach them. Sidelight, even high sidelight, 

can be problematic when there are a lot of people on the stage, because the light will be 

blocked by actors standing next to each other. However, it was my hope that between the 
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front light and sidelight that I would be able to adequately cover and have controlled 

isolation over every position on the stage. The floor was painted with a very nice wood 

grain treatment. I placed warm and cool top lights across the stage in the hope that I could

show time of day both on the people and on the floor. Most of the systems that I placed 

from the onion skins were very isolated to where I thought actors would be for specific 

moments. There are not enough instruments in the inventory, nor enough positions to 

hang them to put a light for every specific system I plotted across the whole stage.

The backdrop for the show was back painted with star shapes. So I had to light the

drop from the front, unless I wanted to see the star shapes poking through from the back. 

I plotted both an electric full of three-cell sky cyc instruments, and a groundrow of nine-

cell, three-circuit ground cyc instruments. After consulting both the scenic designer and 

the technical director, I drafted my groundrow to go partially on the ground and partially 

attached to the back of the raised, middle part of the set. Staggering the lights like this 

provided a way to keep from wasting light on the unused part of the painted drop that 

would be hidden by the massive set. In the cyc instruments I placed a warm near-white 

day time color, a night time blue, and a romantic pink. To pick up the star shapes for 

undetermined moments I added some ERS instruments with a yellow color from the 

back.

After I plotted all the instruments prescribed by the onion skins, I went back 

through with another pass to add some full stage systems just in case. In addition to all 

the area specific lights I added: full stage front light with two scroll color changers in 

them, a top light system with the same color changers, a general day and nighttime two-
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angle frontlight wash. To cover the stationary specials I did not anticipate I used spot and 

wash moving lights in strategic positions across the stage.

One other unique element for the show was my footlights. I knew that footlights 

would be a major asset in keeping the actors bright on the stage. After some research and 

suggestion from the guest instructor, I decided to use three-inch Fresnel instruments. 

When discussing this idea with the director, the only caveat he had was the appearance. 

He did not want to see ugly instruments attached to the front of the stage. After talking to 

the scenic designer, Mandy Goynes, the idea was solidified into plan. She was able to 

procure some similar looking golden shells that were attached to the front of the stage, 

masking the lights. It also added a nice atmosphere to the front edge of the stage.

In general I usually pick my gel colors last, after I have seen where the lights can 

go and what they will actually hit. In this case, the guest instructor suggested that I 

needed to pick my colors as I drafted. The point of knowing how dark some colors are, 

before you draft the instruments is a good idea. However, the act of picking all my colors,

and channel numbers, so early contributed to my feelings of unfamiliarity with my plot 

later in the process.

The drafting at this point was a kitchen-sink scenario. It included every light I 

thought I needed, based on my onion skin systems. From here I had to make sure every 

instrument I wanted was within the inventory, or within my budget to rent. I first 

exported the instrument data to Lightwright, a program specifically for lighting 

paperwork generation. In Lightwright I could quickly sort the instruments by type and 

count how many I was using of each. I compared the instrument count in my drafting to a
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Microsoft Excel document I have for inventory count. The finished inventory count 

paperwork can be seen in Appendix E. My kitchen-sink plot was severely over the 

instrument inventory available to me. In Lightwright I sorted the instruments by color. I 

looked for systems that had similar colors, and then checked the drafting to see if they 

were similar angles. Any systems that met this criteria were combined into one system. I 

then looked for any instruments that could be eliminated by using the front light or top 

light scroller systems. Those instruments were immediately deleted. Those eliminations 

got me close to the allotted inventory counts. I was still over on 36-degree instruments. 

To compensate, I shifted around the instruments for some systems and turned them into 

26-degree instruments. 26-degree instruments have a smaller beam spread than 36-degree

instruments, so more instruments were needed to provide the same amount of coverage. 

With all the instrument cuts, I was still over on a couple things: scrollers, Source 4 PARs, 

and 50-degree instruments. After consulting the Master Electrician, I confirmed that these

numbers were within my budget to rent.

After putting the lights roughly where they needed to go, I went through and 

cleaned up the drafting. This involved making the instruments line up uniformly, labeling 

all the positions, and formatting the labels for each instrument to the correct instrument 

type. For the sidelight I wanted in this show, I requested lighting ladders that could be 

hung from the stage left and right galleries over the stage. Since these positions were new

to the theater, I had to turn them into lighting positions in the drafting. By using 

Vectorworks' lighting position capabilities, the “Hanging Position” label will be 

automatically filled in for any instruments placed “on” the position in the drafting. 
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Creating the ladder hanging positions involved drafting the position both in three-

dimensional and two-dimensional space. This allowed for the position to be seen cleanly 

from a plan view, but accurately from an isometric view. Most positions in the drafting 

already had the lighting position information attached because I have used this particular 

drafting of Tomlinson Theater on other shows. The final drafting plates for the show can 

be found on Appendix F.

After drafting all my lights I moved onto formatting my paperwork. I used 

Lightwright to create my final paperwork. Lightwright has a feature where if you have 

the paperwork open in Lightwright and the drafting open in Vectorworks then the files 

can be linked. I worked with the files linked so that any changes I made in one program 

would automatically show up in the other. For this particular process there were not any 

holes I needed to fill in the paperwork, because so much had been filled in as I went. In 

spreadsheet view, it was much quicker to look at systems and make sure all the channel 

numbers were accurately assigned. There could not be any accidental overlaps in 

channels, or it would be problematic during focus. Most of the work I did in Lightwright 

was formatting to make sure everything was in an easy-to-read layout. The paperwork 

generated from Lightwright is the Channel Hookup, Instrument Schedule ,and Color 

Schedule. They can be found on Appendices F, G, and H respectively.

With the plot and paperwork formatted, cleaned up, and checked for errors, I then 

made my magic sheet. Usually, I wait to make my magic sheet a until day or two before 

focus. This allows me to become familiar with my plot before I have to focus every light. 

For the sake of the class assignment, I had to finish my magic sheet in April, even though 
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my focus was not until September. On my magic sheet I tried to lay out all the channels 

in a logical way that would make it easy to locate each system. There were so many 

systems specific to individual numbers or scenes that it was difficult to group things in a 

logical way. I settled on trying to place general washes on one side of my sheet, and 

specific systems on the other side of the sheet. Each system has channel numbers placed 

on a simplified plan view of the set, roughly where their focus point is onstage. Each 

system gets a label, gel number, and directional arrow over a colored strip that 

corresponds with the gel number. Instruments that change color have a black strip, and 

instruments with irrelevant color just have a label and sometimes, no strip. With the 

magic sheet, I should be able to remind myself of where each instrument needs to be 

focused. This is helpful for both focus and cuing. The magic sheet can be found in 

Appendix J.

The packet that I turned in for class consisted of my Cue Master/analysis, the plot 

drafting, section drafting, boom and ladder drafting, instrument schedule, color schedule, 

channel hookup, instrument count, magic sheet, and a shop order. The shop order is not 

included in this document. It is not the official shop order for the show and was not used 

in procuring equipment or hanging the show. At Temple University, the creation of a shop

order for possible rental and in-house equipment pull falls to the Master Electrician. The 

shop order was only generated for the class assignment.

Between April, when the assignment was turned in, and September when focus 

took place there were some minor adjustments made to the design package. Dimensions 

were laid out for boom and ladder placement, both for the position in the space and for 
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the instruments on the position. The passarale, a walkway downstage of the pit opening, 

was a scenic element that I was under the impression was cut early in the process. It was 

in fact not cut, and would be very much included in the show. I had to add lights for the 

passarale. In an attempt to add a semblance of matching coverage on the passarale to the 

stage I added a warm and cool, a two angle front light, and a series of top lights. The 

front light was strategically added in the catwalks, and the top light was added on the 

downstage truss.

Another change that happened in the intervening months was during load-in for 

the lights and set in September. As I previously mentioned, I consulted the technical 

director about the feasibility of attaching some ground cyc units to the back of the set. In 

the process of converting the set from scenic drafting plates to technical drawings, there 

were no allowances made to attach the lights anywhere. In the end, the lights just went on

the ground behind the scenic ground row. The load-in period for the show, in general, was

full of missed deadlines. All of the departments were way behind all throughout the 

process. The combination of a new technical director and an impossible schedule 

contributed the most to the missed deadlines.

Focus

Focus for Anything Goes took place on Sunday, September 13. During the focus 

call, I feel that I focused to the best of my ability and that the student crew focused to the 

best of their abilities. However, during the eight-hour focus call only about half of the 

total 327 instruments were focused. I could have possibly focused more quickly if I had 
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felt more confident with my plot. The combination of using unfamiliar methods in the 

drafting process and doing the process so far ahead of time resulted in the most 

unconfident focus I have ever had. Since this process, I have become more confident with

focus, just from practice. For the Anything Goes focus, however, I felt like I did not know

what I was doing. I was very unfamiliar with my channel numbers, because they were 

laid out sequentially to the drafting process, and not logically for each system. As I 

focused on the actual built set, I also started to realize that a lot of the shots I thought I 

could make with my sidelight positions, I could not make. This was a combination of 

miscommunication with the scenic designer on the finished treatment of the moving 

staircases, and the inaccuracies of the space drafting. In the following week after focus, I 

rushed to finish focus with work lights on, as the scenic team rushed to complete the set. I

was able to begin cuing late in the week and through the weekend, as the electrics team 

continued to troubleshoot problems, fix some notes that came up during focus, and 

continue the load-in for the show.

It was during focus that my assistant started working with me for the show. 

Another draw back of designing the show so early came at my assistant's expense. By the

time my assistant, Tom Macagnone, was brought on board for the show it was already 

plotted. During focus my assistant was invaluable. Few things wear me out faster than 

running my own focus for a large show. Having Tom competently run focus allowed me 

to concentrate on the systems of lights and how they fit together.
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Starting Tech, Kind Of

On the following Monday, September 22, dress parade happened on stage. I was 

not able to attend because of a night class I could not miss. My assistant was on call to 

bring up light cues for the various costumes. During the dress parade, a decision was 

made to never open the moving staircases all the way. By the time I started working 

during the next day, I was informed of this change. A piece had already been installed on 

the stage right staircase that would keep it from opening all the way. This decision cut off 

a majority of the sidelight I was relying on to bring color to the show. On Tuesday, 

September 23, tech started. The first night of tech was rocky, to say the least. The set was 

walkable, but there was a lot of bare wood on stage that there had not been time to paint. 

This drastically affected how the lighting cues looked. The director and I experienced 

first-hand the terrible quality of the spotlights we were using. The director was very 

unhappy with the state of all the technical elements. At the end of the night, it was 

decided that we would not continue tech the next night. Instead, the tech time turned into 

a night time work call. All hands were on deck, including the stage management crew and

stage hands. The master electrician and I, along with some other members of the electrics 

crew that came and went, worked on trying to finish the remaining notes we had. My 

main concern was adjusting the sidelight to try and minimize the impact of the new 

position of the stairs. Even with all the adjustments, half of my sidelight systems were 

rendered basically useless. During tech my assistant managed the spotlight operators and 

took all my cuing notes for me. Tom was seated between the light board operator and me.
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When the student board operator did not understand what I was asking for, Tom ran 

interference so that I could focus on cuing quickly.

Tech Continues

What I quickly realized during the continuing days of tech were the mistakes I had

made with my plot so many months ago. There was no way I could have predicted where 

the actors' blocking would take them during the numerous scenes in the show. The 

method of using isolated systems for certain songs proved wholly ineffective. The 

sidelights that still hit anything useful were not generally positioned to hit the actors for 

that scene. The systems of lights that allowed me to continue to cue the show were the 

full stage washes I had. The spoken scenes would use the full stage frontlight washes to 

pop characters out from the stage picture from entrance to entrance. All the musical 

numbers would be blasted strategically alternating between saturate colors from the top 

light scrollers and the front light scrollers. As I got to the biggest numbers in the show, 

“Anything Goes” and “Blow, Gabriel, Blow,” I had trouble creating enough variation 

within the songs. The cues for these huge dance numbers need so many shifts that, only 

being able to use the two alternating scroller systems for high impact color restricted the 

types of changes I could make on stage. As I got to these points, I realized that what I 

really needed was way more broad stroke systems. I wish that instead of all the isolated 

systems that I plotted, I had instead designed varied, saturate color full stage washes to 

utilize between scroller shifts.
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The frustration that I felt during focus with the lack of familiarity with my plot 

carried over into cuing. Focusing every single light, some of them twice, did not help. 

Working on notes the entire week between focus and tech, and drafting in changes to the 

plot between cuing and notes also did not help. While adjusting pre-built cues during 

tech, I struggled to figure out what channel number the bright light on upstage was. This 

happened over and over again. With such a large show in such a stressful environment, 

those kinds of struggles were a detriment to my concentration and mental composure.

Another problem that plagued me through the cuing process was the uneven 

lighting I kept noticing on the lower half of the staircases in their closed position. I tried 

two different times to slightly adjust focus and shutter cuts to accommodate for this dark 

spot in the front light. Both attempts failed and I continued to see actors pass through the 

dark spot as they ascended or descended the stairs. I made a third attempt before one of 

the last previews by adding 4 lights, two on each of the Awesome Pipes to shoot directly 

at each of the dark spots. I attempted to cue the lights into the show, after meticulous 

focusing, during the work day. During the show, they seemed to have no effect. I can only

suspect, after a lot of thought after the show opened, that the actors faces were 

disappearing against the white paint treatment. I still do not know what lighting change 

alone could have defeated the apparent dark spot. In the end I am sure it bothered me 

more than anyone else, if anyone else even noticed.

After the show had been cued through once, I started working on notes. Every day

I had pages of notes from the previous night's run. My assistant would come in when he 

could around classes and act as my board operator. After attempting to work through 
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these notes, from what I had written, I realized that I could not figure out solutions to 

some of these problems without video to see what actually needed to happen to the cues. 

Before tech went on hiatus during the Pope's visit, I asked the master electrician take 

video of the musical numbers during the runs. With these videos I was able to work 

through tons of notes, by myself in the theater.

Continuing into tech after the Pope's visit, I continued to have problems giving 

cue numbers to the stage manager. This process broke down at two points. Firstly, the 

sheet music that she was calling from was impossible to follow. I do not have the musical

prowess to be a musical director, by any means. I did, however, play violin for eight 

years. I know my way around sheet music. The stage manager and I had trouble placing 

the cues within the sheet music, even while listening to the music in the videos. It could 

not be called on sung words either, because the two biggest songs of the show have 

multitudes of wordless dance breaks. The second place this broke down was when I tried 

to cue with the soundtrack I was provided from the original Broadway recording of the 

1987 revival. This did not work, because the music played live in some parts of the show 

did not match up to this recording. I would change or add cues while listening to this 

music, and leave myself notes on where it should be called; such as, where the time 

signature shifts, or when the horns have a crescendo. I would then listen for that part as 

the orchestra played on stage and became confused at my own notes. These landmarks 

that I left for myself to follow and give to the stage manager were not being played at all, 

or not being played in the same place as the recording. It was only after comparing the 
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soundtrack to a video that I had taken that I realized this. I ended up partially solving this 

by giving the stage manager dance steps to call the cues from.

I have written about my difficulties cuing the musical numbers, but I would also 

like to touch on the difficulties I had with cuing the spoken scenes. Shifting the stage 

light for each entrance and exit felt like it went against my artistic instincts. I had a lot of 

trouble intuiting when I should provide more isolation for characters in scene light. These

instances ended up being every instance, but I would not have programmed that into the 

show if I had not been encouraged by my mentor on every one I had yet to add in. I have 

thought a lot about why this convention comes so unnaturally to me. Especially for a 

stage this large, I understand wanting to direct the audiences' attention. I wonder if by 

shaping every single entrance and exit of characters, if we as an industry are both 

underestimating and limiting our audiences. We might be underestimating our audiences 

by assuming that they will not know where to look. If there is one person moving on a 

giant still stage, it seems that it should be obvious where to look. It may also limit the 

audiences' exploration to draw the eye to one particular focus point across a large stage. 

We are shaping the audiences experience by discouraging them from visually exploring 

the space. Obviously something about this method works, because it is tried and true and 

people love musicals. However, I wonder what would happen if that was not the norm for

large shows like Anything Goes.

The cues for Anything Goes tapped out at 228 cues. That includes the house lights 

at the top of the show, intermission, and the curtain calls at the end of the show. It is the 

largest show I have ever cued, but quantity does not necessarily inform quality.
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION

Anything Goes was a tremendous undertaking and despite all the roadblocks, it 

went up and sold out for many performances. It is not a design I am particularly proud of,

and I do not think it was my best work. However, if I am being honest, I do not know that

I could have done any better. If I could go back and do it all over again, I would not. If I 

did go back with all the knowledge I have from the experience I gleaned from doing the 

show, I would provide a significantly improved design. I went through a lot of self-

evaluation and lessons learned as I discussed my process, but I will go more in-depth 

about those moments here.

I would have had a much more successful time with the show had I worked on it 

at my own pace. The first thing I learned from this experience is the parts of my process 

that are most valuable. I have the order that I work through a design. That process has 

been successful, and continues to be successful for me on continuing shows. I did retain 

some of the digital drafting techniques from my process on this show. Overall the order 

and method I use is tested for my design style. I will not continue to use the onion skin 

method going forward. I believe that it has too many overlaps with other steps in my 

process and does not help me to draft the show more quickly, like my lighting key 

method does. Another big lesson I learned from mistakenly using Anything Goes as an 

assignment in class, is to speak up for myself and what I believe is better for the show 

and what I know works. I could have challenged the tasks that were assigned to me in 
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class and I chose not to. Speaking up for my lighting and design needs would have also 

helped with the stair unit position change. That change of the stairs position drastically 

diminished what lights I could use on the stage. I chose to not pursue undoing or re-

discussing the decision that was made in my absence. That would have drastically 

changed my flexibility and variation during the large dance numbers. At this point I have 

designed big and small shows. I have designed bright and dark shows. I have an idea 

what I can make work and what I cannot make work. I have to trust my knowledge and 

experience, and speak up when I know something will be a problem later down the road. 

This is a lesson I have carried with me beyond just design work and it will continue to 

improve my life.

When I saw the show later in the run, I could not help but see the places I did not 

have enough time to fill out the design. On this show, more than any other, I could not see

past what I was unable to do, to appreciate what I had accomplished. I believe that my 

self-critique is a trait that makes me a good artist, but it also gets in the way of my self-

appreciation.

In the end I know that people seemed to like it and it was very popular. It was, in 

general, a success for the department. I know that I am my biggest critic, and I should 

take the audience's positive reaction as a sign that I did not do a poor job; perhaps, I did a 

good job, or even a great job.

In my nearly three years at Temple University I have come away with many 

lessons. For better or worse, I feel that those lessons are rooted in personal stress and 

frequency. I have become a better lighting designer primarily from the number of times I 
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have been able to design shows at Temple University. I touched briefly on the 

inconsistency I have experienced in instruction when it comes to lighting. This did not 

foster positive learning environments in lighting class. Outside of lighting design classes, 

I have been led on some phenomenal exercises that have expanded my thinking about 

theater. This was not the majority of classes I took. I am a firm believer in learning from 

negative experiences and not regretting them. For the most part I am happy with where I 

am, and glad I am able to take the opportunities that have been made available to me. I 

would not be where I am today if I had not made the choice to study lighting design and 

attend Temple University's graduate program. One of my most formative discoveries I 

have made in graduate school is my passion for general design that is not constrained to 

typical theater design. I have more solidly formed my ideas on art and what art I want to 

put into the world. I have met some amazing people, both in my program and in 

Philadelphia, that I may have never been exposed to, had I not been at Temple University.

Standing at the end of my experience and looking back, I cannot say that I regret my 

choice to pursue my M.F.A. at Temple University. I hope time and distance will continue 

to show me that it was a positive step in my journey.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Although I feel that the process for Anything Goes was, like my time at Temple 

University, unnecessarily stressful and overwhelming at times, I cannot argue with the 

fact that it provided me with valuable lessons. I learned the value of my experience and 

personal expertise. I learned what type of theater I find most important. I also learned that

I can design giant musicals, even if they seem in conflict with my personal style and 

artistic ideals. I will continue to carry these lessons with me throughout my life. I hope 

that as I move further from these experiences and lessons, I can hold them with 

increasing value. Graduate school has been a time of struggle that has produced 

opportunity. I hope those opportunities continue to exponentially expand as I move 

forward into the next stages of my professional and artistic career.
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